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Abstract 

The paper presents an improved acousto-ultrasonic approach for aerospace CFRP components on the basis of 

recent results of an experimental actuator-sensor scheme for measuring separately the S0 and A0 Lamb modes of 

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) plates with three different kind of laminate lay-ups; unidirectional [0]8s 

(and [90]8s), cross-ply [0, 90]4s, and quasi-isotropic [0,45,-45,90]2s. Several ultrasound transmitters were used as 

actuator and short-duration high-voltage pulses were used for excitation. Two kinds of AE resonant sensors with 

resonance frequency around 260 and 500 kHz, respectively, were used to record the Lamb waveforms of the 

plates. By using sensors on both sides of the plate, the confirmation and separation of both modes, S0 and A0, 

were successfully carried out. This result was also confirmed by using the Wavelet Transform of the recorded 

signals. The experiment was carried out at several actuator-sensor distances, so both phase and group velocities 

and attenuation could be obtained. By means an appropriate fitting of a theoretical model of attenuation, includ-

ing the geometrical attenuation, the damping factor of both modes was obtained for each laminate and sensing 

frequency. The experimental results for velocities and damping factors were appropriately compared with pre-

viously published and theoretical ones. The mode-separated acousto-ultrasonics techniques are proposed for 

aerospace CFRP components. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In recent years, composite structures are increasingly used in strength-critical applications in 

aircraft, requiring more effective NDE methods. These materials, however, have high stress 

wave attenuation characteristics and AE has encountered stiff barriers against its uses in the 

aircraft industry [1,2]. Problems are mounted as typical composites are used in anisotropic 

sheets, requiring more elaborate Lamb-wave theories than usual ultrasonic body or surface 

waves. Some attenuation studies have been published [3,4], but only recently systematic 

works have appeared [5-12] on Lamb (or plate) waves in composite materials. However, 

mode-frequency specific attenuation data is scarce and we conducted an experimental study 

to fill the gap. Another motivation is to use such data as the basis for an improved NDE 

method based on the acousto-ultrasonics approach [13], which often disregarded the nature of 

the waves it is relying on. This trend seems to be inherited in many SHM methods as these 

often ignore real conditions of wave generation and detection using only idealized models.  

 

In searching for the base attenuation data in isotropic materials, we found the scarcity of 

Lamb wave data even for Al. Kasama et al. [14] used a laser method (YAG laser generation, 

laser interferometer detection) to obtain So-wave propagation data. The attenuation results are 

shown in Fig. 1 for PMMA and Al thin sheets (0.5 and 1 mm data shown; for Al, 0.3 and 0.7 

mm data also obtained). The data has eliminated the geometrical spreading effect of the in-

verse-square-root distance. For Al, the attenuation coefficient α (of the exponential decay 

with distance) is 0.25 to 2 Np/m (or 2.2 to 17 dB/m) at 0.5~5 MHz, whereas it is much higher 

for PMMA by a factor of 10~50. In Fig. 1, x marks represent corresponding P-wave attenua-

tion value. Note there are significant frequency effects (higher for viscoelastic PMMA) and 

also a thickness effect. Aljets found 2 Np/m using pencil-lead break source and PAC µ80 

sensor [11]. 
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Figure 1 Lamb wave attenuation in PMMA and Al sheets. Redrawn data of Kasama et al. [14]. 

 

In this work, three CFRP plates were used to determine their wave attenuation behavior. An 

Al sheet was used to generate companion data. For this phase, we used the resonance nature 

of sensors to define the frequency ranges of waves. In the next phase, wavelet transform 

method will be used to get attenuation as a function of frequency.  

 

2. Experiment: methods and results 
 

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) plates with three different kind of laminate lay-ups 

were obtained from Dr. W. Prosser of NASA Langley Research Center; AS4 fibers, 3502 

epoxy; unidirectional [0]8s (and [90]8s) [UD], cross-ply [0, 90]4s [XP], and quasi-isotropic 

[0,45,-45,90]2s [QI]. Their dimensions were 508x382 mm and 2.2 mm thick (16 plies). For 

comparison, 7475 Al plate (in cold-worked condition, 610x370 mm) of 3.1 mm thickness 

was used. S0 and A0 Lamb mode waves were generated on the CFRP plates by using an actu-

ator of one edge. For Ao component, an wedge (7º) was used so that only one edge is in con-

tact with the actuator surface (Fig. 2). Several ultrasound sensors were used as actuator and 

fast high-voltage step-down pulses were used for excitation. Panametrics V101 (0.5 MHz, 25 

mm), PAC Pico (0.5 MHz, 3.2 mm element, 5 mm case diameter), PAC µ30 (0.3 MHz) and 

DECI SH225 shear sensor (details not known) were used. As receivers, PAC Pico and PAC 

µ30 were mainly used. These were coupled directly to digital scope board inputs (Gage Ap-

plied, 1450, 1 Mohm input impedance) using its signal averaging function. The receivers 

have the resonance frequency around 260 and 500 kHz, respectively, and recorded Lamb 

waveforms have approximately the same values. However, the actual frequency varied sys-

tematically and we need analysis by wavelet transform to get a single frequency attenuation 

data. This part is not finished and will be reported later. By using sensors on both sides of the 

plate, the confirmation and separation of both modes, S0 and A0, were successfully carried 

out. However, placing sensors on both sides simultaneously, amplitude was reduced. Thus, 

experiments were done on one side at a time. Distance was defined as that from plate edge to 

the center of receiver, though attenuation was measured starting from the closest sensor elim-

inating distance error.  
 



 
 

Figure 2 Sensor placement for So (left) and Ao (right) wave generation. Actuator (A). Sensor (S). 

 

 
Figure 3 Waveforms for Al case using V101 actuator at propagation distance d = 100-400 mm. 

 

Figure 3 shows waveforms for Al case using V101 actuator at propagation distance x = 100-

400 mm. Receiver was Pico sensor showing ~500 kHz frequency. Figure 4a shows the sum 

of two sensor signals from two sides, while Fig. 4b shows the difference of two side signals. 

These give So and Ao propagation characteristics. Figure 5 illustrates the wavelet transform 

coefficients with color showing the amplitude (used AGU-Vallen WT). The maximum ener-

gy frequency was 475 kHz for So and 430 kHz for Ao propagation mode, respectively. Note 

that dispersion effect is shown for the So mode, but it is absent for Ao mode.  

 

The peak amplitude (ignoring the dispersion effect) and the usual attenuation model with the 

inverse-square-root distance relation, that is,  

� = ��
1

√�
exp	(– �) 

where  is the attenuation coefficient (damping factor), were used. For V101 actuator, using 

Pico or µ30 receiver, we found α  to be as below in Np/m: 

  So 1.397 (Pico)  0.676 (µ30) 

  Ao 0.560 (Pico)  1.112 (µ30) 



Using Pico as a receiver and changing actuator between V101 and Pico, we found α  for So to 

be as follow: 

V1018 (Actuator)�Pico (Sensor)  1.397 ;   Pico (Actuator) �Pico (Sensor)  1.625 

All the α values for So mode are much higher than Kasama’s values (even though Al plate 

here was at least 3 times thicker). This must be due to the dispersion effect. In fact, for V101-

Pico case, Ao value was less than a half So value of α. 

 

 
Figure 4a  The sum of two sensor signals from two sides, giving So mode. 

 

 
Figure 4a  The difference of two sensor signals from two sides, giving Ao mode. 

 

Similar experiments were conducted using the identical setup, but with CFRP plates. For the 

UD plate, measurements were taken along the fiber direction (0º) and at the transverse direc-

tion (90º). Waveforms similar to Fig. 4a and 4b are given in Fig. 6. On the right side, reflect-

ed waves are seen (these were cut out for So waves for clarity). The UD-So case turns out to 

be a special case because of the near-field effect of the large aperture actuator (25-mm di-



ameter). Peak amplitude actually increased up to 250 mm. Fit to the attenuation expression is 

shown in Fig. 7 for UD-So case with V101-Pico combination and using reflected large dis-

tance data as well. For Ao mode in the same plate, results are shown in Fig. 8. Again the ini-

tial part does not fit the attenuation expression well, but shows the attenuation coefficient 

over ten times that of So case is found.  

 

 
Figure 5 AGU-Vallen wavelet transform coefficients with color showing the amplitude for So and Ao propaga-

tion. Al V101—Pico. Left used Fig. 4a waveforms. Right used Fig. 4b waveforms. 

 

 
Figure 6  Waveforms for So and Ao propagation. UD CFRP in the fiber direction. V101—Pico. Left: sum of two 

side waveforms. Right: difference of of two side waveforms. Reflections are visible for the right figure. 



 
Figure 7 Fit to the attenuation expression using peak amplitude beyond 200 mm. UD-So case with V101-Pico 

combination.  

 

 
Figure 8 Fit to the attenuation expression using peak amplitude. UD-Ao case with Pico-Pico combination. 

 

Results for other CFRP cases are better than those for UD-0º cases. Results for the attenua-

tion coefficients are summarized in the table below. 

 

Attenuation coefficients in Np/m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate S0 (Pico) S0 (µ30) A0 (Pico) A0 (µ30) 

Aluminum 7475 1.397 0.676 0.560 1.112 

C1-[0]8s 0.560 0.552 6.123 6.935 

C1-[90]8s 12.21 9.471 - 9.535 

C2-[0,90]4s 1.082 0.237 - 9.105 

C3-[0,45,-45,90]2s 4.254 1.455 - 10.577 



The data in this table are apparent attenuation coefficients since specific frequency compo-

nents are not compared by the use of wavelet transform. On the other hand, in dealing with 

practical attenuation case, these values are representative of observed attenuation (with dis-

persion effect, but without the geometrical spreading effects). We will in the near future con-

duct such analysis and report the frequency dependent attenuation data removing the disper-

sion induced amplitude loss. The above data are still interesting: 

1. Attenuation of Ao or flexural mode is much higher than So or extensional mode. Ex-

ception is when waves propagate along the transverse direction to the fiber in the UD 

plate.  

2. Pico data are higher than µ30 data most of the time. The difference in frequency is 

from 260 to 430-500 kHz, which is about twice and not really that large. 

3. In the UD-90º direction, both So and Ao propagation modes attenuate greatly.  

4. While QI plates are useful in design, stress wave inspection is difficult due to high at-

tenuation of both Lamb modes. 

5. XP plates can be a good compromise in inspectability and design freedom. 

 

Some of these values can be compared to some theoretical studies, and are comparable in 

cases of similar materials/layups within a factor of two to three. However, theory is for plane 

waves and at a fixed frequency. Thus, we must first eliminate dispersion effect in our data. 

Thickness effect found in [14] was noted in Prosser’s work [3] as well. So this may make a 

comparison difficult.  We attempted to use lower frequency sensors at 30-150 kHz, but mode 

mixing prevented us from getting meaningful data. Larger plates are also necessary for such 

experiments.  

 

What this work shows is that it is indeed difficult to conduct AE or acousto-ultrasonic exper-

iments at frequency above 250 kHz due to high attenuation. As CARP’s procedures for FRP 

tank inspection used under 100 kHz range, aerospace composite NDE should look for the 

lower frequency range to provide workable and practical solutions. In acousto-ultrasonic 

methods, typical excitation mode is surface-driven sensor. This generates mainly flexural 

mode, which attenuates highly. We need to devise a means to excite extensional mode with 

good efficiency and movability.  

 

Conclusion 
 

Apparent attenuation of Lamb wave propagation was measured for specific modes on CFRP 

plates of three different layups. Generally, attenuation is high limiting the reach of stress-

wave based NDE methods. It is essential to utilize a lower frequency range for practical NDE 

methods. 
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